
Our Vision

Harness Data Protection as a
lever for economic
development of India through
global integration of practices
and standards conforming to
various legal regimes.

Our Mission

The Mission of DSCI is to create
trustworthiness of Indian
companies as global sourcing
service providers, and to send
out a message worldwide that
India is a secure destination
for outsourcing where privacy
and protection of customer
data are enshrined in the
global best practices followed
by the industry.

Our Objectives

Data Protection
Best Practices
Capacity Building
Enforcement
Independent Oversight
Dispute Resolution
Cyber Crime Speedier Trial
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The Internet for
Education and Leisure
Delhi
February 18, 2010

U P C O M I N G      E V E N T S

In recent years, security has been established as an important function in an
organization’s ecosystem. Ever increasing security challenges and expand
ing threat landscape are challenging established understanding and

practices. The very concept of security is going through a critical review,
contributing to, as well as challenging established understanding and
approaches. Technology solutions, on the other hand, are driving the security
market and defining characteristics of an organization’s security. The security
profession - representing technical, management and operational streams of
security - is contributing to new approaches, solutions and techniques for
solving specific and generic security problems. The security functions have
been expanding, as also the security roles, for all of the three layers of
organization - strategic, tactical and operational. Security organization has
undergone changes; its structure continues to evolve, but it is more visible in
an organization and its responsibilities continue to expand.

The Internet for
Education and Leisure
Bangalore
January 28, 2010

f o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n ,  v i s i t  w w w . d s c i . i n

e-Crime
India
Mumbai
February 23 - 24, 2010

Banking Security
Conference
Mumbai
March, 2010
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DSCI Activities Update

CYBER SECURITY AWARENESS PROJECT

Cyber Safe Tamil Nadu 2009

The Cyber Safe Tamil Nadu 2009 was conducted at Chennai, Coimbatore and Madurai on December
10 – 15, 2009. The event was conducted under the Cyber Security Awareness Project sponsored by
Department of Information Technology, Ministry of Communications & IT, Government of India.

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS:

- Over 400 police officers and government officials participated in the event at 3 locations
- Over 50 IT companies representatives participated in the event
- The program saw discussions on the latest and emerging issues in Cyber Security, changing

legal framework and statues to promote Cyber Security, demonstrations for law enforcement
and corporates on the cyber threats etc.

- Chennai E-Security Forum was launched in Chennai. Over 50 members participated
- More than 25 speakers from across India addressed the event
- Outreach programs for Cyber Security were conducted in seven colleges (three in Chennai, two

each in Coimbatore and Madurai) and over 3000 students attended
- Cyber Safety and the role of Cyber Cafes in promoting the culture of Cyber Security was

undertaken as a special focus area with the Commissioners of Police, Chennai and Chennai
Sub-urban

DSCI has organized various the disciplines of security into four layers as shown in the table below. Security
strategy and technical security - tactical in nature - forms the basic foundation layer, which facilitates entire
security initiatives of an organization. Security Processes, monitoring and testing forms the next layer,
which is focused on operational elements of security. Physical, Personnel and Third Party security forms
the next layer, which is a supporting layer but critical to data security. Finally, the data security layer
represents specific principles, architecture, technology and practices that have evolved for securing data.
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DSCI Chapters Update

Progressing to the aim of creating a
community of security professionals
and expanding its outreach to Southern
India, Chennai E-Security Forum was
launched on December 11, 2009. This
Tier 1 city, being one of the more
modern cities of Tamil Nadu, saw active
participation from IT, Manufacturing and
ITES companies along with professionals
from legal, academia and government
bodies. To moderate the day-to-day
activities of the chapter, Anchor and Co-
Anchor of the chapter were decided.
Special Interest Groups (SIGs) including Information Security Governance, Application Security, Data
Security & Privacy, Forensics, IT Risk Management & BCP, Physical Security, Cryptography, Security
Tools & Metrics, Threat and Vulnerability Management, Anti Fraud Management and HR Security
were identified and formulated along with their members for Chennai chapter.

DSCI Mumbai Chapter meeting was organized in Mumbai on December 3, 2009. The objective of the
chapter meeting was to restructure the chapter by identifying new Anchor and Co-anchor for the
chapter, revisit the existing SIGs and creating new SIGs if required, enroll new chapter members,
present the DSCI Best Practices Framework and so on.

Data Security Survey 2009

DSCI in consultation with KPMG drafted the final results
and key findings of the survey and submitted the report
to Department of IT for approval. The final report of the
Data Security Survey 2009 was released on December
30, 2009 by Secretary, DIT, Ministry of Communications
& IT in presence of participants from DIT, NASSCOM,
DSCI, Cert-In, KPMG, GlobalLogic etc.

India Security Portal successfully hosted

Post completion of the data collection phase in June,
DSCI with the support of its survey partner initiated data
analysis phase. DSCI’s security practices team worked
closely with the partner consultants to analyse
important observations that emerged out from 150
interviews conducted during the initial stages of the survey. The final results of the Data Security
Survey 2009 are now ready and will be released in the third quarter of 2009-10.
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INFORMATION SECURITY SUMMIT
2009

The Information Security Summit 2009
was organised in Delhi with a view to
provide deeper insight and help
establish a common understanding
among the security leadership and
professionals. The summit enabled
participants appreciate the changing
dynamics of security, grapple with
evolving concepts and technology trends
and structure defence strategies.

DSCI has developed best practices for
data protection that are based on ISO
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27001 security standard, and OECD privacy principles that includes checklist and processes that will enable
a service provider in India to be not only in compliance with regulatory requirements of clients’ countries,
but also make them secure.

The Best Practices Workshop on first day of the summit was inaugurated by Mr. R. Chandrashekhar, Secretary,
DIT, Govt. of India and focused on DSCI Best Practices Framework for Data Protection that is based on ISO
27001 security standard, and OECD privacy principles. Speakers from DSCI explained its approach that included
the latest trends in information security, and the tactical approach for enhancing security in addition to the
process, people, and technology oriented approach. Different models such as technology, process, and
application security drawn out of this framework were presented.

The second day of the event was inaugurated by Shri Sachin Pilot, Minister of State IT, Govt. of India and was
focused on challenges including Outsourcing Security, Emerging Disciplines of Security, Virtualization, Cloud
Computing, Expanding Compliance Regimes, Security Technology Market Trends etc.

INDIA CYBER LABS

The four Cyber Labs in cities including Mumbai, Pune, Thane and Bangalore continued their drive of
building capacity amongst police officers, public prosecutors, officers from defense forces, banking
officials, students from school & college. During the last quarter of 2009, the Cyber Labs conducted
training and awareness sessions for around 439 personnel from Bangalore, Mumbai, Thane and Pune.
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      Enhanced Visibility of DSCI as a Self-Regulatory Organisation (SRO)

Since its inception, DSCI has been engaged in numerous activities with stakeholders in India as well as
abroad. Activities such as awareness events, best practices formulation, data security surveys, policy
papers, speaker sessions have proven to be an effective way of not only creating DSCI’s visibility but
enhancing it from time-to-time. During the period October to December 2009, DSCI was engaged in:

NATIONAL EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES

- Organized Seminar on Best Practices for Data Protection
- Organized Roundtable Meeting with Scott Charney, Microsoft on Trust Worthy Computing in New

Delhi
- Organized Participated in Press Meet held at New Delhi to kick-off the McAfee Cyber Security

Project
- Organised Roundtable with Adel Melek, Deloitte on Future of Information Security in New Delhi

and Mumbai

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES

- Participated as speaker in Privacy Commissioners Conference to be held at Madrid, Spain during
the month of November 2009 and presented DSCI’s stand on the Best Practices Approach and
extending BCRs to the Service Providers

- Event Report of the Project RISE India Preparatory Meeting submitted to the project coordinator
based in Italy

- Paper on Privacy issues and EU Data Protection Legal Framework submitted by RISE Consortium to
EU with inputs from DSCI

DSCI Membership

DSCI continued its membership drive during the third quarter of 2009-10, offering services like access to
Security White Papers, Survey Reports, (and) Survey Questionnaires for Self-Checks etc. that it generates
from time-to-time to all member companies.

Within a span of 6 months, DSCI successfully enrolled over 250 small, medium and large size companies
as its member. These members are from the IT, ITES/BPO, Public sector, Manufacturing and Banking
sectors.

Companies, which are interested in subscribing to the membership and knowing more about the services
on offer, may contact Data Security Council of India at info@dsci.in. Please use “MEMBERSHIP ENQUIRY”
in the subject line of your email.


